
Cloud solutions for everyone



Custom Web 
Development Solutions 
For Your Business
We provide help to medium and 
large companies to increase their 
profitability on the Internet.

WEB DEVELOPMENT

SOLUTIONS & TECHNOLOGIES

Coddix specializes in website design and development services. 
Our web experiences are high performance, and are digitally 
transformative. Our website developers provide web application 
development and web design services to our clients.

Our experts can customize most types of applications and web 
systems, including: order management systems, reservation systems, 
CRM, web portals, e-commerce websites, LMS / e-learning solutions, 
hiring platforms, integrations accounting software.
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 We have experience of AngularJS, HTML5, jQuery, Bootstrap, 

Foundation, Responsive Design in General, and much more. 

Solutions
CUSTOM SOLUTIONS FOR ALL BUSINESSES

Our expertise spread out on diverse domains in order for your 
brand to be at its best capacities.

mail@coddix.com
+593 99 153 5085
www.coddix.com
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Coddix is a website design firm 

specializing in the design and 

development of custom

and professional web apps.
We offer custom solutions that go 

beyond plugins. We can always say 

“yes, that’s possible.” The user interface is the window 

through which the world experiences 

your brand and your product.

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

CUSTOM APP DEVELOPMENT

UI / UX DESIGN








The type of solutions we have most experience of is custom web applications that require a 

minimum of 300 man hours to develop. Our software developers have handled projects up to 

around 25,000 man hours spread out over two years of development.

Take advantage of our Team 

Placement capabilities and save 

costs without compromising on 

product quality!

By taking advantage of 

the modern cross-platform 

technology stack including 

PhoneGap and React Native.
Proven project development 

methodologies and best 

practices to help you optimize 

budget.

SOFT DEVELOPMENT TEAM

B2B SOLUTIONS

CROSS PLATFORM APPS






Providing The Highest Quality of 
Web Development
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Application Programming Interface (API) is indispensable to any web 

solution, software module, plugin, web application, or web design

Technology
OUTSOURCE API DEVELOPMENT

We provide API development and API integration services 
across all industry verticals.

mail@coddix.com
+593 99 153 5085
www.coddix.com
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A successful web application needs to be intuitive, and feature 
a simple and easy-to-grasp user interface. Our web solutions 
are in-tune with the latest developments in web technology, 
and ensure a rich graphical UI for your application for better 
conversions and higher customer satisfaction rates.

With our experience in mobile app development, 
we ensure that we can help your business scale 
easily from a web based application to popular 
mobile and tablet platforms without a hitch. Be 
it an e-commerce solution or an enterprise app, 
we can develop the same for iOS, Android, and 
Windows in a cost-effective manner.

Enhanced Usability

Improved Scalability
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Coddix is an experienced and passionate group of designers, 

developers, project managers, writers and engineers.

Why Us
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISE

We specialize in many technologies, and have the experience 
in developing Client/Server and Multi-Tier Database.

mail@coddix.com
+593 99 153 5085
www.coddix.com
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Information Technology 
Expertise

Other Features

We specialize in many technologies, and have the 
experience in developing Client/Server and Multi-Tier 
Database Applications as well as Stand-Alone Desktop 
Solutions.

Never settling for the status quo or resting on the 
successes of today, we push our clients, our employees, 
and our industry to go to the edge of what is possible 
and exceed their own expectations.

Every project with Coddix is assigned to a dedicated 
project manager. Your project manager is your direct line 
to Coddix, ensuring that you always know what’s going 
on, what’s next, and what we need from you. An expert 
in putting out fires (and lighting fires under people, 
occasionally).

Your Project Manager
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Every project is unique as is your brand. Your 

brand is what you stand for and how this is 

presented to your clients is very essential. 

So for us is also very fundamental that we 

understand the needs of the project and the 

target group.

When analyzing the summary, we establish 

objectives and vision, we provide a budget 

with respect to the cost of the project. We 

offer a list of services and solutions that can 

be customized according to the project.

Custom Design, our passion. We give 

solutions based on your needs, paying 

attention to every detail of the project, so that 

we create memorable brands that engage our 

clients with their clients.
BRIEF

QUOTE

DESIGN

The Process
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Website needs harmony between ingenious 

design and innovative use of technology. 

Giving life with animations and interactions 

with users. We evaluate the result by making 

the necessary modifications to achieve an 

even better user experience.

We provide the customer with a unique 

link. From this link, the client can see and 

make the necessary comments. Then, 

we thoroughly test each page and the 

functionality to guarantee the best result.

When everything is ready we launch the 

website! Then we enjoy and share!.

DEVELOPMENT

LAUNCH

DEMO & TESTING








Using the best technology available, we build web apps everyday 

making happy customers.

About Us
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?

All our work is completed to the same high standard whether 
it is a single web page or a complete custom solution.

mail@coddix.com
+593 99 153 5085
www.coddix.com



Based in Ecuador, South America, we use the 
latest technology to close the gap between 

your business and your customers.



Ecuador, South America

Contact

Cloud solutions for everyone

mail@coddix.com
+593 99 153 5085
www.coddix.com


